


Dislocation Generation and Motion– Shear forces generates AND moves dislocations

How shear stress generate dislocaitons:



Example for Burger's Vector

Calculate the magnitude of the Burger's vector for 

alpha-Fe, Al, and Al2O3

rFe = 0.124 nm

rAl = 0.143 nm

rO2-=0.132 nm



Energy of a Dislocation

where Etotal is the energy of a dislocation, G is the shear

modulus, and b is the magnitude of the burgers vector.

The direction of a dislocation motion is highly
dependent on the burgers vector on different directions.



2-D Defects : Grain Boundaries and Phase Boundaries

When crystals with different crystallographic orientations are joined, grain or phase

boundaries form (if 2 surface energy is larger than 1 GB energy). (e.g. Solidification of a 

crystal)
For a small angle boundary, 

made up of a dislocaiton array, 
where dislocations are seperated

by a distance L. For small angles, 



As with other imperfections, grain boundaries are the areas where the energy is higher than the 

perfect lattice. This leads GB as more reactive.

GB may move at high temperatures to decrease its total energy (GB). This is the driving force

behind the GB-migration and grain growth.

GBs are locations where many «accomodation» processes can take place, such as:

Dislocation source and sink

Segregation of misfit foreign atoms

Second phases, or films at GBs.



Microscopy



Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy, EDX



Kröger-Vink Notation

















































DIFFUSION

Atom movements will happen under the influence of 

- chemical potential difference (generally concentration difference)

- applied stress or applied fields such as electrical and magnetic

There is also always random atomic movements without applied field.

Even in pure materials, there is self-diffusion

Diffusion - Mass transport by atomic motion

Mechanisms
Gases & Liquids – random (Brownian) motion
Solids – vacancy diffusion or interstitial diffusion



Why Study Diffusion?

Diffusion plays a crucial role in;

Alloying metals => bronze (Cu-Sn), silver, gold

Strengthening and heat treatment processes

Hardening the surfaces of steel

High temperature mechanical behavior

Phase transformations

Mass transport during FCC to BCC 

Environmental degradation

Corrosion, etc.



Why do atoms move in Solids?

Diffusion, simply, is atoms moving from one lattice
site to another in a stepwise manner. Transport of 
material by moving atoms

-Two conditions are to be met:
+An empty adjacent site (VACANCY)
+Enough energy to break bonds and cause lattice
distortions during displacement
-What is the energy source ?
+HEAT !

-What else ?
+Concentration gradient !



Diffusion Types (i) interdiffusion

In an alloy, atoms tend to migrate from regions of high concentration to regions of 
low concentration

Initially After some time



Diffusion Types (ii) self-diffusion

In an elemental solid, atoms also migrate.

Label some atoms (use isotopes) After some time

A

B

C

D



Diffusion Types (iii) vacancy diffusion

Energy is needed to generate a vacancy, break bonds, cause distortions. Provided by
HEAT 

Atom moves in the opposite direction of the vacancy !



Diffusion Types (iv) interstitial diffusion

Much faster than vacancy diffusion, why ? Smaller atoms like B, C, H, O. Weaker
interaction with the larger atoms. More vacant sites, no need to create a vacancy !



Diffusion Types (v) substitutional diffusion

•  applies to substitutional impurities
•  atoms exchange with vacancies
•  rate depends on:

--number of vacancies
--activation energy to exchange.





Some rule of thumb: activation energy usually lower for

- diffusion through open crystal structures

- lower melting point materials

There are several different paths for a diffusing atom. Different paths will have different

activation energies like;

- lattice

- dislocation cores

- grain boundaries

- free surfaces



For different paths, different G’s, i.e. different rates of mass transfer are valid.

Available diffusion paths are important! However, as temperature increases, 

the differences between G loose its importance

@low T  fast diffusion paths dominate

@high T  the most # diffusion paths dominate



How fast occur diffusion occur? – Rate of diffusion (diffusion per time)

Steady State Diffusion and Non-steady State Diffusion

Fick’s First Law : Steady state diffusion through a constant concentration gradient:



























Fick’s Second Law ; Non-steady State Diffusion

In most practical cases, J (flux) and dC/dx (concentration 
gradient) change with time (t).

Net accumulation or depletion of species diffusing

How do we express a time dependent concentration?

Concentration at a point x

Changing with time

Flux, J, changes at any 

point x !



How do we solve this partial differential equation ?

Use proper boundary conditions:

t=0, C = C0, at 0 ≤ x ≤ ∞ 

t>0, C = Cs, at x = 0

C = C0, at x = ∞







Sample Problem for Non-steady State Diffusion

An FCC iron-carbon alloy initially containing 0.20 wt% C is 

carburized at an elevated temperature and in an atmosphere

that gives a surface carbon concentration constant at 1.0 wt%. 

If after 49.5 h the concentration of carbon is 0.35 wt% at a 

position 4.0 mm below the surface, determine the 

temperature at which the treatment was carried out.








